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ABSTRACT Rapid contact- and contamination-free procurement of histologic material for proteomic and genomic analysis
can be achieved by laser microdissection of the sample of interest followed by laser-induced transport (laser pressure
catapulting). The dynamics of laser microdissection and laser pressure catapulting of histologic samples of 80 mm diameter was
investigated by means of time-resolved photography. The working mechanism of microdissection was found to be plasma-
mediated ablation initiated by linear absorption. Catapulting was driven by plasma formation when tightly focused pulses were
used, and by photothermal ablation at the bottom of the sample when defocused pulses producing laser spot diameters larger
than 35 mm were used. With focused pulses, driving pressures of several hundred MPa accelerated the specimen to initial
velocities of 100–300 m/s before they were rapidly slowed down by air friction. When the laser spot was increased to a size
comparable to or larger than the sample diameter, both driving pressure and flight velocity decreased considerably. Based on a
characterization of the thermal and optical properties of the histologic specimens and supporting materials used, we calculated
the evolution of the heat distribution in the sample. Selected catapulted samples were examined by scanning electron
microscopy or analyzed by real-time reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction. We found that catapulting of dissected
samples results in little collateral damage when the laser pulses are either tightly focused or when the laser spot size is
comparable to the specimen size. By contrast, moderate defocusing with spot sizes up to one-third of the specimen diameter
may involve significant heat and ultraviolet exposure. Potential side effects are maximal when samples are catapulted directly
from a glass slide without a supporting polymer foil.

INTRODUCTION

Procurement of defined samples of histologic material for

proteomic and genomic analysis has become important with

the increasing refinement of analytic techniques. Moreover,

separation and transport of living cells is of interest for stem

cell research, organ culture, and tissue engineering. Me-

chanical separation techniques are tedious, time-consuming,

and bear the risk of contamination. Therefore, faster laser-

based processes have been developed (1–3), and several

companies are active in this field. A widespread, rapid,

contact- and contamination-free separation method consists

in laser microdissection (LMD) of the sample of interest and

subsequent laser-induced forward transport of the dissected

material into a vial which is used for further analysis (4,5).

For the transport process, the expression ‘‘laser pressure

catapulting’’ (LPC) has been coined, and the combined

separation and procurement procedure is often termed ‘‘laser

microdissection and pressure catapulting’’ (LMPC). The

principle is illustrated in Fig. 1. The scheme in Fig. 1 shows a

setup based on an inverted microscope, with the specimen

located on a polymer foil backed by a transparent substrate

(glass slide). The same principle, with opposite direction of

material transport, has been incorporated also in upright

microscopes (6).

Historical roots of the individual steps of the process date

;30–40 years back. Laser microdissection of histologic

material using a nitrogen laser (l¼ 337 nm, pulse duration 3

ns) was introduced in 1976, but the harvesting still had to be

done with mechanical tools (7,8). Ten years later, high-

energy laser pulses were used to accelerate small metallic

disks to velocities .2.5 km/s for impact studies (9), and the

underlying physical processes were analyzed in several

studies (10–12). In the late 1990s, Schütze and co-workers

discovered that a combination of LMD and LPC with

focused low-energy nitrogen laser pulses can be used to

isolate minute amounts of biologic material (4,5). At the

same time, a polymer carrier foil absorbing ultraviolet (UV)

light was introduced to enhance the laser light absorption in

the specimen and to maintain its mechanical integrity during

LPC (4). These advancements, together with an increased

demand for separation techniques due to the refinements of

proteomic and genomic analysis, and the proof that the

combination of LMD and LPC is compatible with recovery

of ribonucleic acid (RNA) and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

(4,13) paved the way of LMPC into the laboratories, with

several hundred devices installed to date.

LMPC has been developed largely on an empirical basis.

The inventors speculated that LMD at the nitrogen laser

wavelength (337 nm) is based on photochemical dissociation

and that LPC relies on the photon pressure of the incident

light (4). Others conjectured that microdissection with pulse

durations of nanoseconds (ns) or shorter is plasma-mediated
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(8,14). The latter hypothesis was experimentally proven for

infrared (IR) and visible nanosecond pulses in 2002 (15), and

a detailed theory of plasma-mediated nanosurgery of cells

and tissues with femtosecond (fs) pulses was presented in

2005 (16). However, systematic investigations of the

mechanisms of dissection and catapulting of biological

samples using nanosecond pulses at UV-A wavelengths (320

, l , 400 nm) are still lacking, and this study is intended to

fill this gap. We elucidate the mechanisms and potential side

effects of LMPC for histologic specimens and, based on this

analysis, discuss strategies for an improvement of dissection

and catapulting.

To provide a basis for the analysis of the physical

mechanisms, we first characterize relevant parameters of the

apparatus and of the optical and thermal properties of all

materials involved in the dissection and laser-induced

transport process. We then determine the thresholds for

thermal ablation based on linear absorption of the respective

targets and for plasma formation. Laser-induced plasma

formation (optical breakdown) is a nonlinear absorption

process via multiphoton and avalanche ionization that, for

nanosecond pulses, results in large energy densities far above

the vaporization enthalpy of the target medium, high tem-

peratures of several thousand Kelvin, and large pressures in

the focal volume (15,16). The dynamics of the catapulting

process are investigated by means of time-resolved photog-

raphy. A similar method has been previously employed to

study laser ‘‘printing’’ of cells in suspension with 1 ms time

resolution (17), while the transport of histologic samples

driven by laser pulses focused through an upright micro-

scope has been documented by high-speed cinematography

with 1 ms interframing time (6). We achieved a temporal

resolution better than 20 ns by using single frame photog-

raphy with increasing time delay between the catapulting

laser pulse and the instant at which the photograph was

exposed. The photographic technique is also used to in-

vestigate the dependence of catapulting velocity on various

process parameters such as laser pulse energy, diameter of

the laser spot on the specimen, and backing of the specimen

(confined versus nonconfined ablation). Catapulted speci-

mens are, for different laser spot sizes, examined by scanning

electron microscopy (SEM).

The experimental results are analyzed to identify the mech-

anisms of laser microdissection and the driving forces of

laser-induced transport for different laser spot sizes (i.e.,

radiant exposures) at the catapulted sample. Microdissection

was found to rely on plasma formation initiated by linear

absorption. Catapulting with focused laser pulses also relies

on plasma formation, while for defocused pulses it is driven

by confined thermal ablation. For very large spot sizes for

which the average radiant exposure remains below the abla-

tion threshold, thermoelastic forces may also come into play.

Based on the characterization of the thermal and optical

properties of the histologic specimens and supporting mate-

rials used, and on the measured data of specimen velocity

and acceleration, we discuss potential side effects originating

from the exposure of the biological sample to heat, UV irra-

diation, and mechanical forces and assess their consequences

on the accuracy of the subsequent molecular analysis. Cata-

pulting with tightly focused pulses or strongly defocused

pulses (spot size comparable to the sample diameter) was

found to result in very little collateral damage. By contrast,

moderate defocusing with spot sizes up to approximately

one-third of the specimen diameter involves significant heat

and UV exposure of a considerable fraction of the specimen

volume. The same problems arise, if samples are catapulted

directly from a glass slide without a preceding dissection

step because in that case the size of the specimen fractions

transported by each individual pulse is not much larger than

the area irradiated by that pulse. We conclude with a discus-

sion of possible strategies for an improvement of microdis-

section and catapulting.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Apparatus for microdissection and
laser-induced transport

We used a microbeam system equipped with an N2 laser (l ¼ 337 nm)

emitting pulses of 3 ns duration (PALM Microlaser Technologies, Bernried,

Germany). In this system, the laser beam is coupled through the beam path

for epifluorescence illumination into an inverted microscope (Axiovert 200,

Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Göttingen, Germany) that is equipped with a

motorized, computer-controlled stage. The infinity-corrected microscope

objectives used in this study were Zeiss LD Plan-Neofluar 403/0.6 corr, and

FIGURE 1 Principle of separation of small biological objects, exemplified

by the isolation of parts of a histologic section. The section is placed on a

thin, UV-absorbing polymer foil that is mounted on a routine microscope

glass slide. A region of interest is dissected from the section using a series of

focused UV-A laser pulses (LMD, marked by arrowheads) and subse-

quently catapulted (LPC, marked by an arrow) into the cap of a microfuge

tube by a final, typically more energetic, laser pulse. The catapulting pulse

can be directed either in the center or in the periphery of the dissected

specimen.
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Fluar 53/0.25. The UV-absorbing polymer foil mounted on the glass slides

carrying the histologic sections (Fig. 1) consists of polyethylene naphthalate

(PEN) (Dupont Teijin Films Luxembourg, Luxembourg) and is 1.35-mm

thick.

The laser beam is expanded to overfill the rear pupil of the microscope

objective. For dissection and focused catapulting, the laser focus is located in

the focal plane of the objective. This colocation is adjusted by means of a

telescope in the laser beam path in which one lens can be shifted by means of

a motorized drive. Focusing is regulated by a potentiometer at the laser

control board. Criterion for optimum focusing is the achievement of the

smallest cutting width in PEN foil at minimum laser pulse energy. The

telescope for focus control can also be used for purposeful defocusing by

making the laser beam before the microscope objective slightly divergent or

convergent.

The diameter 2v0 of the laser beam in the focal plane of the 403 and 53

microscope objectives was measured using a knife-edge technique (18). The

near- and far-field beam profiles of the N2 laser were measured using a com-

mercially available beam analyzer (Spiricon, Grosshansdorf, Germany), and

charge-coupled device camera (WinCamD, Laser 2000, Wessling, Germany).

We related the settings at the focus control unit of the microbeam system

to the actual spot sizes at the target using the following procedure: The z

shifts of the focus corresponding to given settings at the control unit were

measured by producing laser effects in microscope glass slides, using the

lower surface of the slide as reference. The distance between surface and

laser effects was determined from the distance of the positions of the

microscope stage for which either plane is in focus, considering the light

refraction in the slide. The relation between focus settings and actual z shifts

was found to be linear. For defocused catapulting of histologic samples, the

microscope was focused at the bottom of the sample lying on the glass slide

and the laser focus was always shifted to a position above the microscope

slide to avoid breakdown in the glass below the sample. The radius of the

irradiated spot at the bottom of the sample microscope was then calculated

using the relation

r ¼ a tana 1 v0; (1)

where a denotes the distance between the focal plane of the microscope

objective and the laser focus, a¼ arcsin(NA/nair) is the focusing angle of the

microscope objective in air, and v0 is the focal spot radius of the laser beam.

We performed an energy calibration between the settings at the laser

control unit of the microbeam system and the actual energies transmitted

through the objectives using detectors with 1 nJ–10 mJ and 1 mJ–20 mJ

measurement range, respectively (PD10 and PE 10, Ophir Optronics,

Jerusalem, Israel). The calibration revealed that the relation between energy

setting and energy reaching the target is logarithmic. For equal settings, the

transmitted energies are approximately four times larger for the 53 objective

than for the 403 objective because the 53 objective possesses a larger

optical pupil. All energy values quoted in this article refer to the laser energy

incident on the target.

Determination of optical and thermal
material properties

We determined the optical transmission and scattering properties at l ¼ 337

nm of histologic material stained with hematoxilin and eosin (H&E), of the

PEN polymer foil and of a single, confluent layer of cultured Chinese

hamster ovary cells. The heat capacity of the PEN foil and the histologic

specimens were determined by differential scanning calorimetry, and the

dissociation temperatures were obtained through thermogravimetric analy-

sis. Technical details of these measurements are described in Supplementary

Material available online.

Time-resolved photography

The mechanisms of catapulting of histologic specimens were analyzed by

time-resolved photography in side view with a temporal resolution better

than 20 ns and a spatial resolution of 2 mm. The catapulting dynamics was

followed by single-frame photography with increasing time delay between

catapulting laser pulse and the instant at which the photograph was exposed.

Bright-field images of the catapulted specimen were taken in trans-

illumination using the light of a plasma discharge lamp with 18-ns duration.

The laser-produced pressure waves were visualized by means of a sensitive

dark-field Schlieren technique using pulses from a frequency-doubled

Nd:YAG laser with 16-ns duration as light source (19). Details of the

photographic techniques are described in the Supplementary Material.

Scanning electron microscopy of dissected
and catapulted specimens

To facilitate the analysis of the phase transitions occurring during laser-

induced forward transfer, we examined some catapulted specimens by SEM.

Histological sections of mouse liver tissue supported on PEN foil were

microdissected and catapulted onto SEM specimen holders covered with

adhesive film (Plano, Wetzlar, Germany). After sputter-coating with gold,

the samples were examined in a Philips 505 scanning electron microscope

(Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands).

RESULTS

Optical and thermal material parameters

The result of the spot size measurement for the 403

objective (NA ¼ 0.6) is shown in Fig. 2 A. Because of the

poor quality of the N2 laser beam (Figs. 2, B and C), the spot

diameter (4.2 mm up to 1/e2 irradiance values) is more than

six times larger than the diffraction-limited focus diameter.

Nevertheless, the hot spot visible in the center of the far-field

beam profile in Fig. 2 C allows producing relatively fine

effects if energies very close to the ablation threshold are

employed. In this generation of commercial microbeam

systems that has recently been introduced into the market,

the N2 laser is replaced by a frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser

emitting at l ¼ 355 nm that exhibits a much better beam

profile, as shown in Fig. 2 D. This makes it possible to

achieve a nearly diffraction-limited focal spot size if the laser

beam is appropriately coupled into the microscope.

Fig. 3 shows the differential scanning calorimetry and

thermogravimetric analysis data for polyethylene naphtha-

late (PEN) foil, the polymer material that is usually mounted

on the microscope glass slides on which the histologic

specimens are placed. Table 1 presents a summary of the

measurement results for the optical and thermal material

properties of materials relevant for LMD and LPC of cells

and histologic materials.

Thresholds for dissection and forward transfer

Fig. 4 A presents the thresholds for thermal ablation and

plasma formation by 337-nm, 3-ns laser pulses for various

materials. All values were determined using tightly focused

laser pulses. As threshold criterion for plasma formation we

used the observation of bluish plasma luminescence during

microscopic inspection of the irradiated sample with dark

adapted eyes. For unstained cells the ablation threshold was
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only slightly smaller than the threshold for the formation of a

luminescent plasma. By contrast, for stained histologic

specimens and the PEN polymer foil that have a much larger

optical absorption coefficient than unstained cells (Table 1),

the ablation threshold is considerably lower than the plasma

formation threshold.

Fig. 4 B shows a typical image of plasma luminescence

during microdissection of histologic specimens on PEN

polymer foil. The plasma luminescence (seen in side view) is

blue at the target surface but turns red at larger distances

where the temperatures are smaller and the corresponding

wavelength of blackbody radiation is longer. The blue light

emission adjacent to the laser focus is caused by fluorescence

of the PEN foil.

The threshold radiant exposures fth and irradiances Ith for

catapulting determined with different microscope objectives

and laser pulse energies are listed in Table 2. The thresholds

were measured by varying the spot size at constant laser

pulse energy (5 or 10 mJ on the target, respectively). The

threshold values refer to a catapulting mode in which the

laser spot size is comparable to the specimen diameter. In

this regime, no plasma luminescence and hole formation in

the specimen was observed and the pressure accelerating the

specimen is produced by thermal ablation. A decrease of the

laser spot size below the specimen diameter corresponds to

an increase of the radiant exposure and irradiance required

for catapulting, until finally the threshold for plasma

formation is exceeded. For 10 mJ pulse energy on the target,

the largest spot size for which plasma luminescence was

observed on the photographic images is 27 mm, and the

corresponding plasma formation thresholds are fth ¼ 1.75 J/

cm2 and Ith ¼ 0.58 GW/cm2, respectively. These threshold

values are slightly larger than the values given for PEN foil

in Fig. 4 A because the detection of plasma luminescence on

photographs is less sensitive than by observation with dark

adapted eyes.

Dynamics of the initial phase of
laser-induced transport

The initial dynamics of laser-induced forward transfer using

focused laser pulses aimed centrally below the specimen is

shown in Fig. 5. A luminescent plasma at the laser focus is

visible in all frames. Immediately after the laser pulse, small

debris particles are ejected with high velocity, and after 270

ns, the specimen is already clearly detached from the

substrate surface. At the location of plasma formation, a hole

is produced in the specimen, which is clearly visible in the

image taken after 5.4 ms (arrow). The initial specimen

velocity amounts to 180 m/s, and the acceleration required to

reach this velocity within 100–200 ns is ;108 g. Since the

catapulting laser pulse does not always hit the specimen

exactly at its center, the specimen tumbles statistically after

release, and the orientation on the frames differs in each

individual case.

In commercial microbeam systems, the region of interest

is usually dissected in such a way that a small bridge is left at

the location where the end of the trajectory of the cut would

meet the starting point. A single pulse of larger energy is then

aimed at the bridge to complete dissection and, at the same

FIGURE 2 (A) Spot size of the N2 laser beam

focused through a 403 objective; (B) near-field

and (C) far-field profiles of the N2 laser beam; and

(D) far-field beam profile for a frequency-tripled

Nd:YAG laser.
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time, catapult the specimen. Since the catapulting laser pulse

hits the specimen at its periphery, a fast rotational movement

of the specimen is always induced, and the flight trajectories

are generally not in line with the optical axis of the micro-

scope but oblique. The initial rotation frequency deduced

from photographic picture series (not shown) often exceeds

100,000 rps during the first 2–3 ms. It varies from shot to shot

and soon slows down by air friction.

Schlieren photographs of the pressure wave produced

by the expansion of the laser plasma are shown in Fig. 6.

An evaluation of the photographic series provided quanti-

tative information on the propagation distance of the laser-

produced pressure wave, the ejected debris, and the

catapulted specimen as a function of time that is presented

in Fig. 7. The initial velocity of the pressure wave amounts to

26,000 m/s, which is 76 times larger than the normal sound

velocity in air and thus indicative for a strong shock wave.

The plasma pressure driving the shock wave can be de-

rived from the initial shock wave velocity vs using the re-

lation (20)

pplasma ¼ ½ð7=6Þðvs=c0Þ2 � ð1=6Þ�p0: (2)

Here c0 ¼ 345 m/s denotes the normal sound velocity in air,

and p0 ¼ 0.1 MPa is the atmospheric pressure. The initial

laser-produced pressure obtained is 670 MPa.

Flight trajectories

The catapulted specimen has to be accelerated against inertia

and hydrodynamic drag. Acceleration ceases when the force

exerted by the pressure below the specimen becomes smaller

than the resistance originating from the compressed air in

front of the specimen and hydrodynamic drag. Afterwards,

the specimens are slowed down by the air friction. The

trajectory of the dissectats during their flight toward the

microfuge cap is presented in Fig. 8.

A theoretical description of the flight trajectory z(t) for the

phase dominated by air friction is generally quite compli-

cated (6,21). However, for large particle velocities and sizes,

Newtonian friction (related to the inertia of the displaced

material) dominates Stokes friction (related to the medium

viscosity), and it can be assumed that the hydrodynamic drag

is approximately proportional to the square of the velocity.

One then obtains the trajectory (21)

zðtÞ ¼ K
�1

3 ln½Kv0ðt � t0Þ1 1�; (3)

where v0 is the initial velocity at time t0 denoting the duration

of the acceleration phase, and K is a constant incorporating

all material parameters including its density, cross sectional

area, and shape-related properties. Equation 3 was fitted to

the measurement points in Fig. 7, B and C, and Fig. 8 to

obtain information on v0 and t0. Generally good agreement

between the trend exhibited by the experimental data and

the fitted z(t) curves was found. At later times . 1 ms, when

the specimen velocities have slowed down to #1 m/s, the

hydrodynamic drag must be described by a combination of

Newtonian friction (} v2) and Stokes friction (} v), which

leads to a more complex equation of motion (6).

When the catapulting pulses are aimed at the rim of the

specimen, the flight trajectories are generally not in line with

the optical axis of the microscope but oblique, as shown in

Fig. 9. As a consequence, not all catapulted specimens arrive

in the cap of the microfuge tube. In our investigations,

;93% of all dissectats would have arrived within the cap

when factory settings are used for the distance between cap

and microscope slide. Sixty-five percent would have reached

the top part of the cap where the chance of adhesion is

usually enhanced by applying a drop of mineral oil before

catapulting . The oblique direction of the flight trajectories is

related to the fact that plasma formation at the rim of the

specimen imparts an impulse not only in upward but also in

lateral direction.

FIGURE 3 Thermal properties of PEN foil. (A) Temperature-dependent

heat capacity cp. The peak at 269�C indicates an endothermal melting

transition, and the rise above 400�C is due to dissociation. (B) Temperature-

dependent weight loss for a slow heating rate, with dissociation starting at

407�C and ending at �500�C. The dissociation temperature defined by half

of the total weight loss is �450�C. For very fast heating rates such as in

pulsed laser catapulting, it will probably be higher because dissociation is a

rate process that depends on both temperature and time.
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Parameter dependence of specimen velocity

The specimen is usually located on a PEN foil backed by a

transparent substrate (glass slide). However, in some cases,

the histologic specimens to be catapulted are mounted on a

foil without backing by a glass substrate. Without confine-

ment by the glass substrate, the plasma or ablation plume can

freely expand, and catapulting relies merely on the force

produced by the ablative recoil pressure. This pressure is

smaller and ceases faster than the pressure arising from

plasma generation or ablation in a confined geometry. As a

result, the catapulting velocities are also smaller, as shown in

Fig. 10. The impulse coupling efficiency in laser ablation

was theoretically analyzed by Phipps et al. (10) and Dingus

(22,23). It was predicted to be smaller without confinement

of the ablation products, in agreement with our observations

and with previous results for aluminum foils (9).

The dependence of the velocity on laser pulse energy for

specimens that are backed by a glass slide is shown in Fig.

11. As expected, the specimen velocity increases monoto-

nously with laser energy. In the energy range investigated

which is still close to the catapulting threshold, their relation

is approximately linear. However, further above threshold

we would rather expect a square-root dependence corre-

sponding to a constant conversion efficiency from laser

energy into the kinetic energy of the moving specimen.

To identify the gentlest and/or most efficient way of

catapulting, we investigated how the catapulting behavior

depends on the size of the irradiated spot at the bottom of the

specimen. The dependence of the initial velocities of the

specimen and the ejected particulate debris on spot size is

presented in Fig. 12, A and B, and the average velocity

during the first 50 ms after the laser pulse is shown in

Fig. 12 C. The catapulting velocities first increase and then

decrease when the irradiated spot is enlarged.

For a constant laser energy of 10 mJ, the velocity of the

dissectats was found to be 2.3 times larger when the laser

TABLE 1 Optical properties at 337 nm and thermal properties of cells, histologic material, polyethylene naphthalate polymer foil,

glass, and water

Material

Sample

thickness

x (mm)

Transmission

(%)

Extinction

coefficient

meff (cm�1)

Optical

penetration

depth d (mm)

Average heat

capacity

(kJ K�1 kg�1)

Phase transition

temperature (�C)

Heat conductivity

(W m�1 K�1)

Density

(kg m�3)

Glass slide 1000 94.7 0.55 18200 0.666 — 1.07 2500

PEN*-foil 1.35 T ¼ 20.5

R ¼ 22.4

ma ¼ 3520

m9s ¼ 8680

meff ¼ 11360

0.88 2.7 460 �0.4 1.39

H&Ey stained

histol. specimen

�5 7–35

(15.7)

2100–5300

(3700)

1.9–4.8

(2.7)

3.2 340 �0.5 �1000

CHOz cells �5 93.8 127 79 4.0 150–300 �1000

Water 0.0172 5.8 3 105 4.187 300 0.598 998

All transmission data are corrected for specular reflection, i.e., they represent purely the transmission of the sample. The optical parameters for stained

histologic specimen cover a certain range given by variations in staining. The values in brackets were used for the temperature calculation in the Discussion.

Sources for data not measured in this study are: for water absorption (25), for heat conductivity, heat capacity, and density of water, glass, PEN, and Teflon

(77), and for the density of PEN: www.m-petfilm.com. The phase transition temperature corresponds for PEN to the temperature at which photothermal

dissociation into gaseous components occurs, for water to the superheat limit in bubble-free liquid water (24), and for cells to their heterogeneous nucleation

threshold above which the cell is destroyed by vapor bubble formation around nucleation centers within the cell (78,79). Due to the short heat exposure time,

bubble formation rather than thermal denaturation constitutes the damage threshold for cells (79).

*Polyethylene naphthalate.
yHematoxilin and eosin.
zChinese hamster ovary.

FIGURE 4 (A) Thresholds for thermal ablation and plasma formation by

337-nm, 3-ns laser pulses for various materials. All values were determined

by focusing the laser pulses through the 403 objective (4.2 mm spot diameter).

(B) Image of plasma luminescence and fluorescence of PEN foil during

microdissection of histologic specimens by laser pulses focused through the

403 objective. The photograph was taken in side view and integrates over the

luminescence produced by six pulses of 4.6-mJ incident energy.
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pulses were focused through a 53 objective instead of a

403 objective. This striking difference is due to the fact that

the focal spot size increases with decreasing numerical

aperture of the objective. The measured focus radius of the

N2 laser beam in the PALM system was 21.4 mm for the 53

objective compared to 2.1 mm for the 403 objective.

Because of the large spot size we did not observe holes in

the specimens after catapulting with the 53 objective, while

10-mJ pulses focused through the 403 objective consistently

produced a hole. The better confinement of the ablation

products for the 53 objective explains the larger catapulting

velocity.

FIGURE 5 (A) Initial phase of the catapulting

dynamics of a specimen with 80-mm diameter from

a paraffin section. A single laser pulse of 10-mJ

incident energy was focused at the center of the

specimen. 403 objective, NA ¼ 0.6. (B) Enlarged

view of the specimen after 1.7 ms showing the

luminescent plasma driving the specimen, and the

blue fluorescence of the PEN polymer foil.

TABLE 2 Threshold radiant exposures fth and irradiances Ith for catapulting using 3-ns, 337-nm laser pulses focused through

different microscope objectives

403-objective 53-objective

Laser pulse

energy (mJ)

Spot diameter

at catapulting

threshold (mm) fth (J/cm2)

Ith

(MW/cm2)

Spot diameter

at catapulting

threshold (mm) fth (J/cm2) Ith (MW/cm2)

10 210 0.03 10 135 0.07 23.3

5 85 0.09 30 65 0.15 50

The energy values denote the laser energy on the target. The threshold values refer to a catapulting mode in which the pressure accelerating the specimen is

produced by thermal ablation. They were determined by varying the irradiated spot size at constant laser pulse energy. All specimen for catapulting had 80-

mm diameter and were dissected before catapulting.
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Scanning electron microscopy of
dissected specimens

Fig. 13 shows SEM micrographs of specimens catapulted at

different irradiated spot sizes. Catapulting with tightly

focused laser pulses is associated with the generation of a

hole through the entire specimen as visible in Fig. 13 A. With

30 mm spot diameter, a hole was formed in the polymer foil

but not in the specimen (Fig. 13 B). In a zone around this

hole, the PEN foil was apparently molten and has re-

solidified. More strongly defocused laser pulses comparable

to the specimen size lead to local ablation and melting of the

foil, but do not perforate it (Fig. 13 C). Pointlike ablated

spots lacking signs of surrounding melting, are also observed

when the irradiated spot becomes larger than the specimen

size (Fig. 13 D).

DISCUSSION

Mechanism of laser dissection

It has previously been shown that cell surgery using pulsed

visible and near infrared (IR) irradiation is plasma mediated,

i.e., based on nonlinear absorption via multiphoton and

avalanche ionization. The irradiance required for cell surgery

with nanosecond laser pulses is ;109 W/mm2, just as the

optical breakdown threshold in water (15). For femtosecond

laser pulses, we find the same accordance between the

thresholds for optical breakdown and dissection, only that

the required irradiance is approximately two orders-of-

magnitude larger than for nanosecond pulses while, due to

the much shorter pulse duration, the breakdown energy is

approximately three orders-of-magnitude smaller (16).

For cell surgery using visible or near-IR wavelengths the

dominant role of plasma formation is not surprising because

the linear absorption of water and biomolecules in this region

of the optical spectrum is very small (24,25). However, this

study revealed that plasma formation plays a key role also for

the dissection of cells at UV-A wavelengths. Although the

absorption increases with decreasing wavelength, it is still

fairly small at l ¼ 337 nm (the optical penetration depth is

;80 mm, see Table 1), and even smaller at 355 nm. Thus, the

ablation threshold in unstained cells was found to be only

slightly smaller than the threshold for the formation of lumi-

nescent plasma, as shown in Fig. 4 A.

Stained histologic specimens and the PEN polymer foil

have a much larger optical absorption coefficient than

unstained cells (see Table 1). For those materials, the

threshold for ablation based on linear absorption is thus

considerably lower than the plasma formation threshold (Fig.

4 A). The threshold for plasma formation is also lowered

because the heating through linear absorption results, for

sufficiently large temperatures, in thermal ionization that

provides start electrons for an ionization avalanche. It has

previously been speculated that ablation of biomaterial at the

N2 laser wavelength of 337 nm is based on photochemical

dissociation (4). However, this is unlikely because indica-

tions for a relevant contribution of photochemical effects

to tissue ablation have been found only at much shorter

wavelengths—for example, with argon fluoride excimer

laser pulses at l ¼ 193 nm, whereas they were completely

absent with xenon chloride excimer laser pulses of 308 nm

wavelength (24,26). Therefore, we conclude that ablation

based on linear absorption at l ¼ 337 nm is a photothermal

process.

Fig. 4 A indicates that dissection of stained histologic

specimens by N2 laser pulses could, in principle, be

performed by ablation without any contribution of plasma

formation because the ablation threshold (0.15 mJ as

measured with the 403 microscope objective and 4.2 mm

spot diameter) is lower than the threshold for plasma

FIGURE 6 Dark-field photographic series show-

ing the first 225 ns of the catapulting dynamics. A

specimen with 80-mm diameter from a paraffin

section was catapulted using a 10-mJ pulse focused

at the center of the specimen. 403 objective, NA¼
0.6. The movement of the ejected particles and the

propagation of the laser-induced shock wave can

be recognized, followed by the detachment of the

specimen after 100–200 ns.
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formation (0.3 mJ). However, because of the small ablation

efficiency close to the threshold for material removal, this

dissection mode would require very many pulses, which is

not viable at the relatively small laser repetition rate of 30

Hz. Therefore, pulse energies of ;0.5 mJ are commonly

used. That energy corresponds, for 4.2 mm spot diameter, to

a radiant exposure of 3.6 J/cm2 and an irradiance of 1.2 GW/

cm2. These values are larger than the threshold for plasma

formation, and dissection is thus accompanied by blue

plasma luminescence as visible in Fig. 4 B. The slightly

disruptive action of the plasma expansion helps to achieve

clean cuts without any bridges remaining between the parts

to be separated. We conclude that dissection of histologic

specimens using UV lasers with low to moderate repetition

rate is based on plasma formation initiated by linear

absorption.

Driving forces for transport by focused
laser pulses

Laser pulse energies commonly used for catapulting are

5–10 mJ on the target, corresponding to radiant exposures of

36.1–72.2 J/cm2 and irradiances of 12–24 GW/cm2 for a

403 objective and 4.2 mm spot diameter. These values are

larger than the parameters employed for dissection that was

already shown to rely on plasma formation. It is thus obvious

that catapulting with focused laser pulses must be driven by

plasma formation. The plasma luminescence is clearly

visible in the photographs of Fig. 5.

Plasma formation creates a large pressure in the space

between specimen and substrate that accelerates the speci-

men. The initial pressure value derived from the shock wave

data in Fig. 7 using Eq. 2 is 670 MPa, which is typical for

plasmas generated in condensed matter (12,27,28). Similar

pressure values are also obtained by analyzing the acceler-

ation of the debris flying off from the laser focus that is

visible in the dark-field images of Fig. 6. Using Newton’s

laws of motion, one can derive the relationship

pp ¼ ðvp=t0Þxprp; (4)

FIGURE 7 Propagation distance d of the laser-produced shock wave (A),

the ejected particulate debris (B), and the catapulted specimen (C) as a

function of time. From the slope of the d(t) curves, initial velocities of (A)

26000 m/s, (B) 2200 m/s, and (C) 178 m/s are deduced, which corresponds

to (A) 763, (B) 6.43, and (C) 0.523, the sound velocity in air. 403

objective, NA ¼ 0.6, specimen diameter 80 mm, and laser energy on the

target E ¼ 10 mJ. The laser focus was located at the center of the specimen.

FIGURE 8 Slowing of the specimens due to the friction in air. The

specimens had 80-mm diameter and were catapulted using a 403, NA ¼ 0.6

objective, and E ¼ 6.5 mJ incident energy. The fitted curve corresponds to

Eq. 3.
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between the time-averaged driving pressure pp, the time t0
during which a particle is accelerated to a final velocity vp,

and the thickness xp, and mass density rp of the particle. The

images in Fig. 6 suggest that the acceleration time for

particulate debris is not much longer than the laser pulse

duration of 3 ns, i.e., it will be in the order of 5 ns. From the

slope of the curve fitted to the data in Fig. 7 B we obtain an

initial velocity of �2200 m/s for the debris produced by a

10-mJ laser pulse. Assuming rp ¼ 1000 kg/m3 (Table 1) and

xp ¼ 3 mm (the lower part of the specimen at the laser focus

is disintegrated during plasma formation, and only the upper

part flies off as debris), we get pp ¼ 1320 MPa.

In the early days of LPC, it has been speculated that the

specimens are driven by the light pressure (4). We can check

the validity of this hypothesis by comparing the measured

specimen velocity with the speed that can be imparted by the

light pressure

plight ¼ I=c: (5)

Here I is the irradiance in the illuminated laser spot and c is

the vacuum velocity of light. The accelerating force exerted

by the light pressure acts only within the illuminated region

and during the laser pulse duration. The final velocity

reached can be calculated considering Newton’s laws of

motion and the mass of the specimen. The calculation yields

v ¼ 0.9 mm/s for a specimen of 80-mm diameter, 7-mm

thickness, and a mass density of 1000 kg/m3 that is

catapulted by a 10-mJ pulse (parameters as in Fig. 7). The

actual initial specimen velocity obtained from the data in

Fig. 7 C is �180 m/s, which is five orders-of-magnitude

larger than the value predicted by Eq. 5. The pressure exerted

by the photons in the laser pulse, which is the working mech-

anism in laser tweezers (29–31), thus plays only a negligible

role in LPC.

We showed that catapulting with focused pulses relies on

the pressure produced by confined plasma formation.

However, despite the large pressures involved, the catapulted

specimens in Fig. 5 show little bending or other deforma-

tions. This is due to the fact that the large pressure at the

focus is in vertical direction rapidly released by the hole

formation in the specimen. In horizontal direction, the shock

wave spreads across the specimen diameter within ;20 ns

(Fig. 6). This way, it produces an approximately homoge-

neous elevated pressure below the specimen that lifts off

from the substrate after ;100–200 ns (Figs. 5 and 6). In Fig.

5, one can see that parts of the histologic section surrounding

the dissected area are transiently lifted from the substrate for

a few microseconds. This indicates that the horizontal

pressure wave does not stop at the cut but, at least partially,

continues to propagate under adjacent parts of the histologic

FIGURE 10 Comparison of the velocities of specimens on a foil (A) with

and (B) without backing by a glass substrate. Each data point refers to the

average of five measurements. Specimen diameter 80 mm, 403 objective,

NA ¼ 0.6, E ¼ 5 mJ.

FIGURE 9 Directional distribution of flight directions when the laser

pulses are aimed at the rim of the specimen (see inset). Specimen diameter

80 mm, 403 objective, NA ¼ 0.6, E ¼ 5 mJ. The specimens were

photographed at different times after the catapulting laser pulse, and the data

points show their location at these times. The flight trajectories are given by

the connection between the laser focus (at 0,0) and the respective data points.

The straight line delineates which specimen will reach the cap of the

microfuge tube if it is located at a distance of 1 mm from the supporting slide

and if the center of the cap is in line with the optical axis of the microscope

objective. The dashed line indicates which specimens would reach the top of

the cap, which is commonly wetted by a drop of mineral oil to improve

adhesion.
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sample. From the initial velocity of the dissectat (180 m/s),

we can calculate the average pressure under the entire

catapulted specimen during the acceleration phase of ;100

ns using Eq. 4. For xp ¼ 7 mm and rp ¼ 1000 kg/m3, it

amounts to ;13 MPa, which is considerably less than the

peak pressure within the laser plasma of �670 MPa.

In LMPC with commercial microbeam systems, a small

bridge is left before the selected dissection trajectory is

completed, and a single pulse of larger energy is then aimed

at the bridge to complete dissection and catapult the

specimen. This strategy saves processing time but the flight

path is usually oblique (Fig. 9). Moreover, due to the reduced

confinement of ablation products, the impulse coupling to

the specimen is not as good as with laser pulses aimed at the

center of the specimen. To optimize impulse coupling to the

specimen, the width of the bridge should be at least equal to

the diameter of the laser spot, and the spot size should be as

large as possible without compromising the dissection of the

bridge at the given pulse energy (6).

Transport mechanisms with defocused
laser pulses

Catapulting with laser spot sizes of up to d ¼ 27 mm

diameter was associated with plasma formation and the

generation of a hole through the entire specimen (Figs. 12 C
and 13 A). However, since the radiant exposure drops with

increasing laser spot size, both the driving mechanism and

the alterations of the specimen change when the pulses are

more strongly defocused. For d . 27 mm, plasma formation

is replaced by explosive vaporization, and for d $ 30 mm,

hole formation was only observed in the polymer foil but not

in the specimen (Fig. 13 B). In this regime, the catapulting

velocities are maximal (Fig. 12) because the ablation

products remain confined below the specimen and cannot

escape through a hole in the center of the specimen. More

strongly defocused laser pulses lead to local ablation without

perforation of the foil (Fig. 13, C and D). When the irradiated

spot becomes comparable to or larger than the specimen size,

catapulting occurs still in a reproducible fashion but the

velocities are much smaller than with spot diameters of

30–40 mm (Fig. 12).

FIGURE 11 Dependence of specimen velocity on laser pulse energy

(average velocity values during the first 15-ms flight time). Specimens of

80-mm diameter were catapulted using a 403 objective, NA ¼ 0.6.

FIGURE 12 Catapulting velocity as a function of laser spot size. (A)

Initial velocity of the specimens; (B) initial velocity of the particulate debris;

(C) average velocity of the specimens during the first 50-ms flight time,

with regimes for plasma and hole formation. 403, objective, NA ¼ 0.6,

E ¼ 10 mJ. The center of the irradiated spot coincided with the center of

the specimen.
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For further analysis of the mechanisms of defocused

catapulting, we calculated the average temperature rise

within the irradiated spot in a layer with the thickness of the

optical penetration depth, assuming a homogeneous light

distribution in the irradiated spot. The calculation was based

on the measured optical and thermal properties (heat

capacity) listed in Table 1. Because of the pronounced

scattering of the PEN foil, 22.4% of the incident light are

back-scattered. This has been considered in calculating the

temperature rise in the PEN foil, as well as the slight

transmission loss of 5.3% in the microscope glass slide. The

results for the average laser-induced temperature in a PEN

layer with the thickness of the optical penetration depth

(0.88 mm) are presented in Fig. 14.

The calculated peak temperatures for tightly focused

irradiation (�105 K) are unrealistically large because the

calculation does not consider that the plasma expansion and

adiabatic cooling already start during the laser pulse.

Realistic plasma temperatures are in the order of 5000–

10,000 K (32). With defocused irradiation, for which

catapulting is driven by ablation without plasma formation,

adiabatic cooling by the expansion of the ablation plume

reaches a significant level only toward the end of the laser

pulse when most of the laser energy has been deposited (33).

Therefore, the calculated peak temperatures at the bottom of

the specimen are realistic. The calculated temperature rise for

the spot radius of 22 mm associated with the maximum

catapulting velocity is ;1400�C. This is considerably larger

than the melting temperature of PEN (269�C for slow

heating, see Fig. 3 A), and also larger than the dissociation

temperature (462�C for slow heating, see Fig. 3 B). At the

same time, it is lower than typical plasma temperatures,

which is consistent with the fact that no plasma luminescence

was observed. A temperature jump of 1400�C within 3 ns

will be associated with explosive dissociation of the heated

PEN material followed by a very rapid volume expansion.

This is a very efficient catapulting mechanism (12).

Interestingly, the specimens can still be catapulted when

the average temperature rise in the absorbing layer is less

than one-quarter of the dissociation temperature of the PEN

foil. The observation that average temperatures well below

the dissociation limit are sufficient for catapulting may

indicate that the specimen is driven by sudden thermal

FIGURE 14 Velocity data of Fig. 12 C plotted as a function of the

temperature rise at the bottom of the specimen. The average temperature rise

in the optically absorbing layer is calculated based on the laser pulse energy

on the target (10 mm), the measured optical penetration depth (0.88 mm), and

an average value of the heat capacity of the PEN foil (2.7 J/gK, see Fig. 3).

Losses by specular reflection at the glass slide, absorption in the glass

(together 5.3%), and by backscattering from the PEN foil (22.4%) were

taken into account.

FIGURE 13 Scanning electron micrographs of histo-

logic specimens that were catapulted by irradiating differ-

ent spot sizes with 10-mJ incident energy. The spot

diameters were (A) 4 mm, (B) 30 mm, (C) 80 mm, and (D)

136 mm. These values denote the diameter of the geometric

cone angle of the laser beam at the location of the speci-

men. The actual spot size may be smaller if the irradiance

distribution has an intensity peak around the optical axis.

In panel A, the specimen is viewed from the side of the

histologic section, whereas in panels B–D it is viewed from

the side covered with PEN foil. Solid arrows mark areas

where the PEN foil is either entirely or in parts ablated;

open arrowheads mark molten and resolidified regions.
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expansion and deformation (similar to the working mecha-

nism of dry laser cleaning (34,35). Even though the actual

surface movement caused by thermal expansion is very

small, this expansion is achieved in the laser pulse duration

of a few nanoseconds. Therefore, the acceleration by one-

dimensional surface expansion is 105–107 times larger than

gravitational acceleration, leading to velocities in the order of

1 m/s at the end of the laser pulse (34,36). Moreover, because

of the small size of the specimen, thermal expansion can also

occur in lateral direction. It is stronger in the lower part of the

specimen where higher temperatures are reached than the

upper part. This difference results in an upward bending of

the peripheral parts of the dissectat that probably contributes

to its upward acceleration. However, it is unlikely that these

effects alone can account for specimen velocities of up to 20

m/s that were observed with irradiation parameters for which

the average temperature in the absorbing layer is below the

dissection threshold. We need to consider that the beam

profile of the N2 laser is highly irregular (Fig. 2, B and C),

that the temperature at the irradiated specimen surface is

larger than the average temperature within the optical pene-

tration depth shown in Fig. 14, that the SEM picture in Fig.

13 D) is indicative for scattered pointlike ablation, and that

the volume expansion of ablated material in confined geo-

metry is an extremely efficient catapulting mechanism (12).

Thus even when the specimen’s acceleration by thermal

deformation becomes relevant, it is probably still accompa-

nied by the propelling action of ablation in hot spots of the

laser beam.

We conclude that catapulting with defocused pulses of

10 mJ energy relies on the pressure produced by confined

plasma formation for irradiated spot sizes d # 27 mm and on

confined thermal ablation for d . 27 mm. For very large

spots comparable to the sample diameter, thermal expansion

and deformation of the dissectat possibly also contribute to

its acceleration. The relative contributions of ablation and ther-

mal expansion need to be further investigated.

Possible side effects and their minimization

Thermal effects

The high temperatures produced during plasma formation or

pulsed laser ablation seem to be an obvious source for

potential side effects of LMD and LPC. However, one needs

to consider that any changes within the material that is

disintegrated or vaporized during the cutting process do not

affect the accuracy of the subsequent genomic or proteomic

analysis because this material is not collected in the vial

for analysis. Of interest are only those changes by heat

conduction or convection that alter the remaining dissected

specimen catapulted into the cap of the microfuge tube.

Let us first consider LMD and LPC with tightly focused

laser pulses (4.2 mm spot size): Here the fraction of the

specimen exposed to high temperatures is very small, and

most of it is disintegrated and does not take part in the

subsequent analysis. Because of the fast adiabatic cooling

during the rapid expansion of the laser-induced plasma, the

time available for heat conduction into adjacent parts of the

specimen is extremely short (, 1 ms), and the heat-affected

zone next to a cut is therefore very small. The width of the

altered region at the rim of the dissectat in the SEM pictures

of Fig. 13 amounts to 2–3 mm for the bottom side covered

with PEN foil (Fig. 13, B–D) but is smaller (,1 mm) for the

upper side, i.e., for the histologic specimen itself. The fact

that thermal alterations are most pronounced at the bottom

side of the dissectat may partly be attributable to heat

diffusion from the plasma through the supporting glass slide,

which is a good heat conductor. Partly it may be due to the

fact that the ablation products in the confined space below

the specimen expand in a two-dimensional geometry, which

results in slower cooling than for the unhindered plume

expansion above the specimen. The small amount of thermal

damage in the histologic specimen is consistent with pre-

vious transmission electron microscopical studies of plasma-

mediated dissections in ocular tissues performed with IR

laser pulses of 6-ns and 40-ps duration in which the heat-

affected zone was found to be far below 1 mm (37,38).

The situation is less obvious when a larger fraction of the

specimen is exposed to the laser radiation, and when the

sample is catapulted directly from a glass slide, without

protection by the light-absorbing PEN foil. To assess

potential side effects by thermal damage for these cases,

we calculated the time evolution of the temperature distri-

bution under different focusing conditions of the laser pulse.

We used an analytical solution of the differential equations

for heat diffusion in a multilayer geometry (39), with layers

representing glass, PEN-foil, histologic specimen, and air.

Glass and air were supposed to be transparent, and the

absorption properties of PEN foil and histologic section were

assumed to be in accordance with Lambert-Beer’s law and

taken from Table 1. Calculations were performed for a laser

pulse with rectangular temporal shape and 3-ns duration. As

analytical solutions for layered geometries with different

optical properties are restricted to homogeneous thermal

properties of the medium, we had to use the same values for

heat capacity, heat conductivity, and mass density for all

layers. We employed the measured data for H&E stained

specimens listed in Table 1.

We assumed that heat can diffuse from the light absorbing

PEN foil and histologic section into the adjacent glass slide

until the specimen detaches from the slide during the

expansion of the ablation plume, which occurs ;300 ns after

the laser pulse (Fig. 5). Afterwards the calculations were

continued for a thermally isolated specimen because heat

conduction into the surrounding air is negligible. The adia-

batic conditions were simulated by the introduction of appro-

priate mirror heat sources (40).

For catapulting without plasma formation, the tempera-

ture of the sample surface is determined by the ablation
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temperature Tabl of the sample material. For polymers, the

ablation temperature corresponds to the dissociation tem-

peratures that, for slow heating, are given in Table 1. At very

short heat exposure times, dissociation temperatures are

higher because dissociation is a chemical rate process (41).

In a similar way, the temperature required for protein de-

naturation increases with decreasing heat exposure time

(41–43). This rise of dissociation and denaturation temper-

atures could not be considered in our calculations because

the rate constants for very fast heating are not yet known. To

avoid this difficulty, all temperatures in Fig. 15 are not given

in absolute values but normalized to the maximum temper-

ature at the sample surface reached at the end of the laser pulse.

Fig. 15 compares the temperature evolution for cases

where an H&E stained specimen is either mounted on PEN

foil backed by a glass slide (Fig. 15 A) or directly placed on

the glass slide, with different spot sizes used for catapulting

(Fig. 15, B and C). In the cases analyzed in Fig. 15, A and B,

the samples were assumed to be homogeneously irradiated

by a strongly defocused laser beam having a diameter equal

to or larger than the specimen size. Therefore, the temper-

ature varies only in z direction, but exhibits a homogenous

distribution in lateral direction. When the histologic speci-

men is mounted on PEN foil, the ablation temperature is

reached at the glass-PEN interface, and the specimen itself is

well protected by the strong laser light attenuation in the

PEN material. The equilibrium temperature reached 50–100

ms after the end of the laser pulse amounts to only 20% of the

ablation temperature, and even at the PEN-specimen inter-

face the temperature never exceeds 35% of the PEN ablation

temperature (Fig. 15 A). By contrast, when the specimen is

placed directly on glass, the specimen’s ablation temperature

must be reached at the surface of the specimen itself.

Moreover, since the laser light penetrates deeper into the

specimen material than into PEN, the initial temperature

distribution in Fig. 15 B is broader than in Fig. 15 A, and the

equilibrium temperature reached 50–100 ms after catapulting

is higher; it amounts to 45% of the ablation temperature.

Catapulting directly from glass with spatially homogeneous

irradiation thus should be avoided if possible. The thermal

load from tightly focused laser irradiation is much smaller, as

discussed in the beginning of this section, but the amount of

material transported per pulse will also be smaller than with

homogeneous irradiation if no PEN foil is used.

The modeling results of Fig. 15 A predict that the

histologic specimen on top of the 1.35 mm thick PEN foil is

hardly affected by heat. This is in good agreement with the

SEM results of Fig. 13 D that demonstrate that only the

bottom of the polymer foil is ablated when the irradiated spot

is larger than the specimen diameter. However, even when

PEN foil is used, the specimen is not in all cases protected.

The SEM images in Fig. 13 B show that with moderate

defocusing corresponding to 30-mm spot diameter, the PEN

foil is removed from the irradiated area. A part of the PEN

material has been ablated and another part was probably

FIGURE 15 Evolution of the temperature distribution for (A) H&E

stained specimen on PEN foil backed by a glass slide, homogeneously

irradiated by a defocused laser beam having a diameter equal to or larger

than the specimen size; (B) H&E stained specimen on a glass slide,

homogeneously irradiated by a defocused laser pulse; and (C) H&E stained

specimen on a glass slide, irradiated by a pulse with top-hat distribution of

15-mm diameter. The plots in panels A and B show the temperature

distribution in z direction; the distribution in lateral direction is homoge-

neous. The plots in panel C present the lateral temperature distribution at the

surface of the heated area and in its vicinity; the temperature decay in z
direction resembles that in panel B and is not shown.
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molten and pushed aside by the pressure in the ablation cloud.

Therefore, the lower surface of the histologic specimen is

exposed to the PEN ablation temperature, and the temper-

ature profiles in z direction will thus resemble those of Fig.

15 B. However, because of the small size of the irradiated

spot, lateral heat diffusion now contributes to cooling as

shown in Fig. 15 C, and the lateral heat diffusion continues

even after the specimen is separated and thus thermally

isolated from the glass slide. As a consequence, the tempera-

ture at the specimen surface drops to 28% of the ablation tem-

perature within 100 ms, compared to 45% in Fig. 15 B.

Nevertheless, for spot sizes up to ;30–35 mm it cannot be

excluded that the nonablated specimen volume above the

perforated area and next to the molten foil is subject to

thermal changes. However, the potentially heat-affected

volume is still relatively small. It comprises, for example, 3%

of the entire specimen volume for a spot diameter of 15 mm

and a specimen diameter of 80 mm. For 30-mm spot size, the

fraction increases to 12%.

Photodamage by UV light

Chemical changes by UV light are, like thermal damage, only

relevant for the material remaining after dissection. During

dissection and catapulting with focused laser pulses, the

dissectat may be irradiated by UV laser light scattered at the

laser plasma, and by the UV plasma luminescence. The light

scattering by nanosecond-plasmas was found to involve ,2%

of the incident laser irradiation and to occur mainly in forward

and backward direction (44). Therefore, the scattered laser

light may, at worst, affect a very thin specimen layer at the

edge of the cut that is of little relevance for LMD and LPC.

The energy of the plasma radiation stays below 0.1% of the

incident laser energy (45) and is thus completely irrelevant.

When the irradiated spot is comparable to the specimen

size, a large fraction of the specimen or the entire specimen is

exposed to the laser light. However, the histologic section is

protected by the PEN polymer foil that transmits only 20.5%

of the incident light at 337 nm (Table 1). Furthermore, the N2

laser wavelength of 337 nm is far away from the peak of the

action spectrum for DNA damage, and the wavelength of a

frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser (355 nm) is even further

away. For both wavelengths, the relative response per photon

is four orders-of-magnitude smaller than in the wavelength

range between 250 nm and 290 nm (46). This is consistent

with investigations on the wavelength dependence of laser-

induced DNA damage in lymphocytes using the comet assay

(47). For l ¼ 340 nm, the detection threshold for DNA

damage corresponded to a radiant exposure of 1.5 J/cm2

(47). Because of the limited sensitivity of the comet assay,

;300 strand breaks per cell are necessary to detect DNA

damage. Hence, one single DNA strand break per cell is

expected to occur after a radiant exposure of 5 mJ/cm2. Other

pathways of cell damage in the UV-A/B region of the optical

spectrum involve the generation of reactive oxygen species

such as H2O2 and OH� radical (48–50). For broadband

radiation (305–350 nm) peaking at 325 nm, significant cell

killing was observed with light doses $1 J/cm2 (49). We use

the above threshold data on photodamage of living cells as a

reference for the assessment of possible photodamage in

LPC of histologic specimens because we are not aware of

studies performed specifically on histologic materials.

The dose arriving at the PEN foil when a 10-mJ pulse

irradiates the entire area of a specimen with 80 mm diameter

is 200 mJ/cm2. The dose transmitted through the foil (20%,

see Table 1) and arriving at the biologic material is 40 mJ/

cm2. This is 25 times below the threshold for cell killing (49)

but larger than the dose causing, on average, one DNA single

strand break per cell (47).

For smaller spot sizes, for example, 15-mm spot diameter,

the dose within the irradiated area increases by a factor of 30,

to 6 J/cm2, and the protection by the PEN foil is largely

absent because it is ablated by the catapulting laser pulse

(Fig. 13 B). In this case, the risk for UV damage directly

above the irradiated spot is considerably higher because the

radiant exposure exceeds the value of 1 J/cm2 leading to

significant cell damage, and largely exceeds the threshold

value of 5 mJ/cm2 for sporadic DNA strand breaks in

individual cells. This dose will likely affect not only live

cells but also the accuracy of genomic analysis of histologic

material. However, as already mentioned, the total volume

affected by UV irradiation of a spot with 15–30 mm diameter

is restricted to 3–12% of the specimen volume when a dis-

sectat of 80-mm diameter is transported.

Mechanical deformation and rupture

In general, purely mechanical rupture and disintegration of a

histologic sample during LPC imposes no problem for sub-

sequent genomic or proteomic analysis because only a very

small fraction of the biomolecules will be affected even if the

dissectat is fragmented into many pieces. Crushing of the sam-

ples is even a prerequisite for many analytical techniques in

biochemistry and molecular biology (4). However, mechanical

forces may affect the viability of live cells (17,51–53).

The specimen is accelerated to a speed of 180–350 m/s

within ;200 ns (Fig. 12 A). The acceleration in the initial

phase of catapulting is thus enormous, being ;108 times

larger than the gravitational acceleration. However, this does

not affect the specimen’s integrity as long as the accelerating

forces are homogeneous because only tensile stress and shear

forces lead to deformation and tearing. When shear forces or

tensile stresses do arise, not only their magnitude but also

their duration is important for an assessment of their damage

potential because biomaterials usually need to be strained to

a certain degree to rupture. Since the acceleration phase of

the specimens lasts only 200 ns, the strains produced during

this time will not lead to rupture as long as shear forces and

tensile stresses remain much smaller than the linear accel-

eration force.
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The main sources of shear forces are pressure gradients,

while tensile stresses may also originate from radial expan-

sion movements (54). During focused LPC, the huge pres-

sure gradients produced in the vicinity of the plasma lead to

local rupture of the specimen, and the large absolute pressure

values in this region result in the immediate ejection of debris

at very high velocity. However, once the plasma pressure is

partly released through the hole in the center of the specimen,

the distribution of the driving forces becomes more homo-

geneous as the shock wave spreads laterally below the entire

specimen. At this stage, the pressure gradients have become

too small to cause further rupture or strong deformations, and

the dissectat flies off in a disklike shape (Fig. 5).

More significant deformations may arise when laser pulses

irradiating a spot of ;30 mm diameter are used for catapult-

ing. In this case, the spot diameter is still much smaller than

the specimen diameter but no hole is produced in the speci-

men. Therefore, the initial pressure distribution under the

specimen is inhomogeneous and the center of the specimen

will bulge upwards before it flies off. Such deformation can

be avoided by defocusing the laser beam to a degree that a

nearly homogeneous irradiance and pressure distribution is

created across the specimen. However, because the irradi-

ance is largest in the center of the irradiated spot (Fig. 2), this

approach requires a spot size much larger than the specimen

and is thus associated with considerable energy loss. Alter-

natively, a phase mask could be used to create a homoge-

neously illuminated spot with an appropriate size just

matching the specimen diameter.

Influence of side effects on the accuracy of quantitative
molecular analysis

LMD was originally developed to facilitate the histochem-

ical analysis of tissue sections (8). Correspondingly, the

authors performed enzyme-histotopochemical investigations

on N2 laser dissected tissue fragments to assess the quality

of the procurement method. They observed a decrease of

enzyme activity by 10–20% in a several-microns-thick re-

gion bordering the cut when dissection was performed at an

energy level four-times larger than that sufficient for cutting.

The changes were attributed to heat diffusion from the glass

support and characterized as not relevant for subsequent

histochemical analysis.

At present, LMD is mostly combined with molecular

biological analysis, including polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) and micro-arrays for genomic, and mass spectrometry

for proteomic, studies. In qualitative and quantitative anal-

ysis of gene expression, reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-

PCR) plays a prominent role. In principle, the method allows

very small numbers of molecules to be detected at extreme

sensitivity and high specificity (55), and is therefore the

preferred method for the analysis of tiny tissue fragments

procured in LMD and LPC. Initially, Schütze and Lahr (4)

used formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue sections

supported by a PEN foil, isolated tissue fragments by LMD

and LPC, and successfully detected specific messenger-RNA

(mRNA) sequences in RT-PCR. Since then, it is known that

numerous factors, including fixation, tissue processing,

staining and labeling, and probably also laser-dissection,

may reduce the content of mRNA in the tissue samples by

several orders of magnitude and thus may critically affect

quantitative analyses (56,57). A major effect on the mRNA

loss can be attributed to chemical fixation in aldehydes and

embedding in paraffin, as typically done in histopathology

(58,59). As compared to unfixed cryo-sections, this classical

tissue processing reduces the mRNA by factors of 85–99%

(56,60,61). In addition, conventional staining protocols (e.g.,

H&E) or immuno-histochemical labeling (e.g., for fluores-

cence microscopy) also attribute to mRNA loss by factors of

up to 99.8% (57). It must be assumed that thermal effects and

those evoked by UV light during LMD and LPC can produce

some additional damage to the mRNA contained in the iso-

lated samples, but quantitative data on the absolute mRNA

loss and on the relative loss compared to the factors mentioned

above are still lacking.

The possible extent of thermal and UV light damage

depends on the volume fraction of the samples that are

exposed to heating or UV irradiation, respectively, and on

the degree of exposure. When focused laser pulses are used,

this fraction is always small, especially when large speci-

mens are catapulted. When the laser spot size is comparable

to the specimen diameter, the biological sample is protected

by the supporting polymer foil, as discussed above. How-

ever, we saw that moderate defocusing with spot sizes up to

one-third of the specimen diameter may involve significant

heat and UV exposure even if a polymer foil is used. The

maximum likelihood for laser-induced unwanted side effects

in both proteomics and genomics arises when histologic

material is directly catapulted from glass substrates without

supporting polymer foils. This approach is sometimes taken

to save processing time or to avoid scattering and fluores-

cence by the PEN foil that may disturb the identification of

the regions of interest. In this case, the dissection step is

skipped and a slightly defocused laser beam is scanned

across the area to be catapulted, with small distances between

the individual laser exposures. Small pieces of the sample are

thereby separated from their surroundings and, at the same

time, catapulted into the vial for further analysis. With this

approach, the area of a piece that can be catapulted by one

laser pulse is usually not much larger than the irradiated spot

because the ablative pressure at the bottom of the specimen

must not only overcome the adhesion of the specimen to the

glass slide but also tear the piece off from the rest of the sample.

The combination of a large irradiated fraction of the sample

volume with the lack of a protecting polymer foil implicates a

largely increased exposure to both UV radiation and heat.

Preliminary investigations revealed that mRNA recovery

decreases considerably if the material is catapulted from

glass without the use of a PEN foil and a preceding dissection
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step. To compare the two methods, we used cryo-sections

which are not altered by fixation, staining, or labeling. Eight

samples on PEN foil were processed by dissection of round

specimens of 100-mm diameter and subsequent catapulting

with a single laser pulse, and eight identical samples of the

same size were processed without foil in the scanning mode

using factory default settings of the instrument. The amount

of intact mRNA copies of the housekeeping gene EF1a re-

maining in the sample after catapulting was determined using

real-time PCR (ABI Prism 7000 Sequence Detection Sys-

tem, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). After catapult-

ing directly from glass, 35.5–40.0 amplification cycles were

necessary to achieve a certain signal strength as compared

to 26.1–28.2 cycles when a PEN foil was used (unpublished

results). Since the amount of genetic material is doubled in

each cycle, an increase by one cycle (1 ct unit) corresponds

to a loss of 50% specific mRNA in the sample, and an increase

of 7–9 ct units indicates a loss of 99.2–99.8% of specific

mRNA copies. This value resembles the loss observed other-

wise as a consequence of fixation, embedding, and staining.

We conclude that significant side effects may arise when

samples are catapulted directly from a glass slide without a

supporting polymer foil. Thus there is still a large potential for

improving laser-assisted mRNA recovery from cryo-sections.

Potential improvements of microdissection
and laser-induced transport

Dissection

Finer dissections than possible with the N2 laser employed in

our experiments can be achieved through a reduction of the

energy threshold for plasma formation. This can be accom-

plished by improvements of the laser beam profile and a

reduction of the laser pulse duration. The beam profile of

diode-pumped frequency-tripled Nd:YAG lasers that are

incorporated in the newest generation of most commercial

microbeam systems is much better than that of the N2 laser

(see Fig. 2). This can lead to a considerable reduction of the

focal spot size, optical breakdown energy, and cutting width,

provided that the delivery optics to the focusing microscope

objective maintains the good beam quality. This goal will not

be achieved if the laser beam is simply coupled into the

fluorescence beam path that is optimized for homogeneous

illumination of the object field but not for focusing of a laser

beam. Additional corrections of the spherical aberrations

induced in the beam path of the fluorescence illumination are

required to provide optimum focusing conditions.

An even larger reduction of the energy threshold for

optical breakdown can be reached by employing shorter laser

pulse durations (16,62). We observed that a reduction of the

pulse duration from 6 ns to 300 fs reduces the breakdown

threshold by a factor of ;100 for UV wavelengths and even

more for IR wavelengths. Use of femtosecond lasers thus

creates the potential for nanosurgery on a subcellular level

((16) and references therein; (63,64)) and for gentle opto-

transfection (65). Already a moderate reduction of the laser

pulse duration to 500 ps in combination with a good beam

profile and the use of UV-A light (l ¼ 355 nm) made it pos-

sible to selectively dissect microtubules in live cells (66).

Especially for pulse durations in the nanosecond range,

the use of UV laser pulses seems to be advantageous because

the energy threshold for plasma formation decreases with

decreasing wavelength. We found that the breakdown

threshold for 6-ns pulses measured at NA ¼ 0.9 is 16 times

smaller for l ¼ 355 nm than for l ¼ 1064 nm (unpublished

results). For femtosecond pulses, the breakdown threshold

was five-times smaller for l¼ 355 nm than for l¼ 1064 nm.

When very small single pulse energies are used for dissec-

tion, a large number of pulses is necessary to complete a cut of

finite length. Therefore, the repetition rate of the laser pulses

must be sufficiently large (hundreds of Hertz to kiloHertz) to

avoid an impractical prolongation of the processing time.

Laser-induced transport

The use of ultrashort laser pulses may not only improve

dissection but also increase the efficiency of catapulting

because 1), the linear absorption of the sample is always

supplemented by nonlinear mechanisms (photoionization

and avalanche ionization); 2), the thermal expansion velocity

of a heated sample increases with decreasing laser pulse

duration; and 3), for sufficiently short pulses, large thermo-

elastic stresses are generated, and phase transitions occur at

lower temperatures. All mentioned effects reduce the energy

threshold for catapulting.

Nonlinear absorption will probably make it easier to

catapult specimens directly from a glass slide without the use

of a strongly UV absorbing foil, and it permits us to use any

desired laser wavelength. Nonlinear absorption eases the

energy requirements for catapulting because it reduces the

optical penetration depth of the laser light.

We mentioned above that, for catapulting using spot sizes

comparable to the specimen size, thermal expansion of the

heated specimen may contribute to catapulting. This contri-

bution increases with decreasing pulse duration because the

expansion velocity increases (34,36). If the pulse duration

becomes sufficiently short for the temperature rise to occur

on a timescale shorter than the stress propagation time out of

the heated volume (which is also the time required for

thermal expansion), large thermoelastic stresses are gener-

ated in the layer absorbing the laser energy (24). Under such

stress-confinement conditions, part of the laser energy is

transformed into elastic energy of the heated sample, and the

release of this energy during the subsequent expansion phase

results in a considerably larger detachment velocity than

mere thermal expansion.

In LPC, the light-absorbing layer is located at the bottom

of the specimen that is attached to the supporting glass slide.

Therefore, the detachment through thermoelastic mechanisms

does not occur immediately but with a certain delay: The
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compressive wave generated in the absorbing layer first

travels to the upper side of the specimen bordered by air. Here

it is reflected as a tensile stress wave because the acoustic

impedance of air is much smaller than that of the specimen

(67). This tensile wave travels back into the sample, and when,

after a few nanoseconds, it reaches the interface between

sample and supporting substrate, it will induce or facilitate

the sample’s lift off from the substrate. Moreover, the tensile

stress wave will reduce the temperature required for explosive

vaporization in the heated layer at the bottom of the sample

(16,24). The latter effect increases the driving force of phase

transitions involved in catapulting.

For biological materials with a sound velocity similar to

that of water (1500 m/s) and for an optical penetration depth

of, for example, 1 mm, the stress-confinement condition is

fulfilled if the laser pulse duration tL # 700 ps. Thus, the

degree of stress confinement is small for nanosecond pulses

but high for picosecond pulses and very high for femtosec-

ond pulses, and it is therefore expected that the catapulting

efficiency is better with picosecond and femtosecond pulses.

We were able to catapult histologic specimens 120 mm in

diameter using focused IR fs pulses (tL ¼ 315 fs, l ¼ 1040

nm) of only 1.2 mJ (unpublished results). The corresponding

radiant exposure averaged over the entire specimen area is

only 0.01 J/cm2, i.e., one-third of the lowest value achieved

with UV nanosecond pulses (Table 2). Laser printing of

biomaterial with femtosecond-pulses has been demonstrated

(68), and it was shown that the printing process has a better

forward directionality with femtosecond-pulses than with

nanosecond-pulses (69).

It would be desirable to establish catapulting techniques

for histologic samples that do not require a UV absorbing

polymer foil because the foil scatters and fluoresces (see Fig.

5 B) and thus impairs histological and fluorescence identi-

fication techniques for cells of interest. However, it does not

help to simply omit the foil because a narrow grid of laser

spots is required to catapult the specimens directly from a

glass slide, which considerably increases the amount of UV-

light-induced and thermal damage. Therefore, new types of

dynamic release layers allowing for gentle catapulting will

have to be explored. This research may profit from previous

experience gathered in the field of laser color printing (70),

laser-induced forward transfer using dynamic release layers

(71), laser printing of biomaterials (72), laser cleaning (35),

polymers especially designed for laser ablation (73), and

other fields of laser-mediated mass transfer (53,74–77).
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